CHRISTMAS
Make your very own festive woodland crown and
become king or queen of the christmas forest! CROWN
Here’s what you need:
• Crayons or coloured pencils
• A pair of scissors

• Sticky tape or glue
• Possibly a grown up

Now how to make it…
• First you need to decide which four of the gems
you’re going to use to decorate your crown. Each
one represents different traits so choose wisely.
• Colour in your chosen gems and the crown.
• Cut out the gems and the crown. The crown is in
two parts – a front section and a back section which
is a long band.
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PTARMIGAN:

ROE DEER:

The ptarmigan’s feathers turn white
during winter, enabling it to hide from
predators in the snowy landscape.

Cautious and alert, the roe deer can
be found in woodland right across
the country.

BLACKBIRD:

SCOTS PINE:

The much-loved blackbird is well
known for its melodic singing.

Our only native pine, the Scots pine
can grow to 35m tall and live for up
to 700 years.

Timorous Beastie

Master of Disguise

Harmonious Songster

Steadfast and Strong

• Stick the gems to the spaces on the front section
of the crown.

REDWING:

STAR:

• This is where you might need some help from an adult.
Use your glue or sticky tape to attach one end of the
band to one of the edges of the front of the crown.

Redwings only visit Scotland during the
winter months and are known as sociable
birds, often flocking with fieldfares.

Winter is the best time to view the night
sky with over 7,000 stars visible to the
naked eye in some parts of Scotland!

• Wrap the crown and band around your head so it’s the
perfect size for you and secure the other end of the
band to the other side of the front with sticky tape or
glue (keep the sticky things away from your hair!).

And that,s it, your majesty!
Your crown is ready to wear!

Warm-hearted Wanderer

Twinkling and True

HOLLY:

ROBIN:

With it’s spiky, glossy leaves, the holly
tree provides shelter for birds and sleepy
hedgehogs during the winter months.

Feisty and friendly, the robin is the
UK’s most popular (and festive) bird.

Festive Protector

Bold and Chirpy
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